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a person who is designed to handle large data in the computer has no room for storage. i believe that notes is a database for the email program. so, the amount of data in the database is
the size of the mail file. the last point is my biggest challenge to lotus notes as it is right now. it is ill suited as an email client rather than a database application (i have tried to explain
why in the post and link given). in terms of performance, end user experience and usability notes is dated and needs to be revived and brought back to modern standards. there are

easier ways to handle databases than notes, and i don't think lotus notes is going to get it all right as it hasn't for years. a step up from notes may be the reason why microsoft is doing
this, so that instead of starting at the bottom (the bottom is notes as an email client in my opinion, but who knows), they take a more modern approach to make it compatible and add

some value to it. i myself started using notes about 10 years ago because i thought they had something special to offer. of course there was a lot of fud, but then i had a few friends who
told me that notes did exactly what it was meant to do, which was manage their corporate mailbox (outlook unfortunately has always been too expensive and of too little value to me).
after some years of using notes, i started to realize that the notes client doesn't do everything. in a corporate environment, there were some missing features and if a feature was there

but wasn't visible, it created a lot of headache. unlike other clients, notes didn't support the idea of default folders (so you only had the inbox, archive, sent items). if you wanted
something better, like the default folders in an other client, like an exchange folder, then you had to do some custom stuff.
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i think a problem with the notes version 8.5.3 is, there is no way to update the database and add new users. i need to create a brand new database for each new user. this means i can't
use the original database and instead create a brand new one. notes 8.5.3 isn't working! i'm having the same problem that was reported when fp8 was released. some of the features i

expect to have, don't. when i press the button to create a contact, the "create contact" dialog pops up, but there is no option to create a new contact, or an option to create a new address
book. this is particularly odd, since i created at least four new users in a brand new database just fine. the only way to create a new user is to create a new database. this is a regression
from 8.2. version 8.5.3 of notes and domino didn't work for me. i downloaded it. when i went to look at the documentation for it, it said that if you were running domino server 8.0.1 or

higher, that you would be running 8.3. since i'm running 8.1, the documentation was wrong, and it should have said that i should have been running 8.2. the first error i saw was that the
"create user" dialog was missing. i created a brand new database, and looked up the help for the notes/domino help system. i went to the help system, and looked up "create user". there
was no such help for "create user". i went back to the help system, and looked up "create database". there was no such help for "create database". there was a "create database" help for

notes and domino, but not for 8. there was no such help for 8. i went back to the help system, and looked up "create user". 5ec8ef588b
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